S A F E LY S E N D A N D R E C E I V E E M A I L C O M M U N I C AT I O N S

ITS EMAIL SECURITY BUNDLE
Protecting your business from cyberthreats is a requirement. With cyber threats on
the rise and email being the main deliery mechinism that cybercriminals use, you need
to have a solution that offers advanced protection. By combining enhanced features
and security policies with an easy to use, intuitive interface for sending, receiving and
encrypting email you can be confident that your business is protected.

Stop the junk, let only good emails through.
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Spam/Malware Blocking
Policy Enforcement
Intuitive Web Console
Easy Quarantine Release

Protect your business reputation.
a Outbound Filtering
a Outbound Policy Rules
aOutbound Quarantine
aTLS Enforcement

Encrypt email communications easily.
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AES356 Encryption
Nothing to Install
Allows for Large Attachments
Easy for both Sender and Receiver

TOTAL EMAIL
PROTECTION
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INBOUND EMAIL PROTECTION

Primary Feature

Benefit

Spam Filtering/Blocking

Delivers extremely high ﬁltering accuracy with virtually zero false positives
Multi-layered virus defense Provides up to date protection from rapidly
spreading viruses
Content policy enforcement Manage your organization’s acceptable use policies and content compliance on messages and
attachment types
Server attack rejection
Bounces directory harvest attacks and denial of
service attacks before they reach your server

OUTBOUND EMAIL PROTECTION
Primary Feature

Benefit

Stop emails with banned
attachment types
Prevent sensitive information leaks

Define which attachments types are detected, and
then define custom actions to address.
Stop Social Security or credit card numbers from
being sent or create custom rules for your speciﬁc
policies or legal compliance needs.
Force SafeSend to learn who uses TLS then always
use TLS when sending to those addresses or domains automatically
Inadvertently sending spam and viruses makes you
look bad. Stopping these types of emails before
they are sent protects your business reputation.

See which recipients support TLS (transport layer
security)
Protect your reputation by
stopping emails that look
like spam

TOTAL ENCRYPTION PROTECTION
Primary Feature

Benefit

Painless email encryption

Simply enclose your subject in [brackets] and you
can easily send an encrypted email from any device.

Maximum Security

Multi-layer AES256 encryption design with automatic key rotation. This means you never have to
wonder if your data is safe.
Nothing to install, works on all devices, personalized notifications, password free sign-in, and accomodates large attachments.
Wether it is HIPAA, PCI or any other regulatory
requirement, if encrypted email is the requirement,
Bracket meets it.

Easy to use for sender and
receiver.
Ensures Regulatory
Compliance

